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Dear Brother Chalk:

Sometime back we wrote you in regard to the possibility of financial help from you for a preacher student at Middle East Bible Training School. Till now we have not had any reply from you to our letter.

We hope that you are giving our request every possible consideration. Many congregations are literally bombarded with all kinds of requests. It takes time to sort through these and settle on the most meaningful programs.

No doubt you recognize that the work of training native evangelists is basic to establishing self-sufficient churches. This is what we propose MEBTS to be -- a center for training Arab evangelists. Already a number of young men are planning on attending MEBTS. But we need financial help to actually make it possible for them to come.

Please give our needs the same sort of prayer and consideration you would want from us, if our situations were reversed. Let us hear from you shortly. We will be happy to supply you with added information, if you need it.

Yours in Christ

Bob Douglas

May 20, 1966